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General Co-Chairs: Wolf-Dieter Krebs, European Nuclear Society and
Framatome ANP (Germany)
Donald R. Hoffman, American Nuclear Society and
EXCEL Services Corporation (USA)

Monday, October 7, 2002, 16:30 ta 19:00
Co-Chair: Donald R. Hoffman, ANS

Wolf-Dieter Krebs, ENS

Opening remnarks
Wolf-Dieter Krebs, European Nuclear Society and Framatome ANP (Germany)

Part 1: New Competitive NPPs

1. Nuclear Energy in Future Sustainable, Competitive Energy Mixes - OECDI
NEA, Luis Echàvarri

2. Evolutionary, Innovative and Passive Reactor Concepts Reviewed by the
European Utility Requiremnents (EUR) Croup - Forsmark Kraftgrupp AB
(Sweden) and EUR Steering Committee, Karl-Fredrik Ingemarsson

3. The Replacement of Existing French Nuclear Generation Facilities - EDF
(France), Bernard Dupraz

4. Advanced Reactors - Design and Construction Lessons for the Future - GENE
(USA), John Redding and Steven A. Hucik

5. The Framatome ANP Advanced Reactor Designs - Framatomne ANP
(France), Vincent Maurel

6. Advancing the Competitive Future of Nuclear Power - Westinghouse (USA),
Charles W. Pryor Jr.

Tuesday, October 8, 2002, 9:00 ta 10:45
Chair: Luis E. Echàvarri, OECD/NEA (France)
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7. The Essential Importance of Long-term Procurement Contracts to New NPPs
in Competitive Markets - ANS and Southern California Edison (USA), Harold
B. Ray

8. The New ACR-700 Design - AECL (Canada), Romney B. Duffey, J.
Hopwood, I. Love, D.F. Torgerson, A. Alizadeh and D. Tregunno

Part 2: NPP Generation Cost Reduction

1 . Additional Competitiveness and Safety by Modernization at Qikiluoto - TVO
(Finland), Ami J. Rastas

2. Cost Reduction Program in Electrabel NPP - Electrabel (Belgium), Lucas
Mampaey

Tuesday, October 8, 2002, 11:15 to 13:15
Co-Chairs: Charles W. Pryor jr., Westinghouse (USA)

Ami Juhani Rastas, Teoliisuuden Voima Oy (Finland)

3. Nuclear Plant Asset Enhancement - Lessons Learned from Utility I Vendor
Partnerships - GENE (USA), Mark T. Savoif

4. The Spanish Nuclear Power Plants in a Competitive Market - UNESA
(Spain), Eduardo Martin Baena

5. Operating Cost Reduction by Optimization of I & C Backfitting Strategy-
Framatome ANP (Germany), Heinz-Ullrich Kraft

6. Forsmark NPP I & C Modernization Strategy - Westinghouse (Sweden),
Johan Hallén, Ingemnar Rydahl and Forsmarks Kraftgrupp, Lennart Kloow

7. Information Technology Change in the Nuclear Generation Environment -

Consultant (UK) Rory Quigley and British Energy (UK) Bill Doig

Tuesday, October 8, 2002, 14:30 ta 16:15
Co-Chairs: Christian Waeterloos, DG TREN - European Commission (Luxembourg)

Jacques Bouchard, Commissariat à I'Energie Atomique ( France)

8. Engineering Services and Operating Performance Enhancement: One Key to
Plant Competitiveness - Framatome ANP, Alain Gautier (France) and
Heinrich Watzinger (Germany)

9. Improved Competitiveness and Safety of Nuclear Power Plants - Federation of
Electric Power Companies (Japan), Sakae Muto

10. ENDESA (Ascô I and Vandellôs Il) Consolidation Experience - Westinghouse
(Spain), Tony Granda and ANAV (Spain) Juan Jose Peréz Torrent
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11. Nuclear Generation Safety and Competitiveness - EDF (France), Laurent
Stricker

Tuesday, October 8, 2002, 16:45 to 18:30
Co-Chairs: Vincent Maurel, Framatome ANP (France)

Hans-Holger Rogner, IAEA (Austria)

12. Vattenfall Generation - From Cost Centre to Profit Centre - Vattenfail
(Sweden), Dag Djursing and Aif Lindfors

13. Long-Term Optimization of Outage Performance - Framatome AMP (Germany)
Alexander Hümmeler and E.ON (Germany) Siegfried Seifert

14. Utility Cost Reduction Program at FPL - Florida Power & Light (USA), John A.
Stall

15. Generation Cost Reduction Measures in Czech NPP - CEZ (Czech Repubîli),
Josef Sedlàk

Wednesday, October 9, 2002, 9:00 to 10:45
Co-Chairs: Pat Upson, Urenco Ltd (UK)

Udo Brockmeier, EnBW (Germany)

16. Improving Economics of Nuclear Power - Towards Safe, Efficient and
Professional Operation - TEPCo (Japan), Akira Omoto

17. Challenge of Safe NPP Operation and Construction in an Economy in
Transition - SNN (Romania), loan Rotaru and Mircea Metes

18. Stringent Cost Management and Preservation of Safety Culture, a Contra-
diction? - RWE Power (Germany), Klaus Petersen and Hartmut Pamme

19. In Service Inspection - Its Contribution to Life Management Reducing O&M
Costs - TECNATOM (Spain), Antonio Alonso

Wednesday, October 9, 2002, 11:15 to 13:15
Co-Chairs: Steven A. Hucik, GE Nuclear Power Plants (USA)

Josef Sedlàk, Jadernà Elektràrna Dukovany (Czech Rep.)

Part 3: Fuel Cycle Cost Reduction
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1. The Status of BNFL's MOX Project - BNFL (UK), John Edwards, Julian P. Cooch,
Michael W. Slater, Howard D. Cooper and Paul M.A. Cook

2. Advanced Fuel Designs and Integrated Core Fuel Management, Key
Factors for Minimum Power Generation Costs - Framatome ANP, Ulrich Giese
(Germany), Stefan vom Scheidt (France), John Matheson (USA)

3. Nuclear Fuel - Globalization, Consolidation and Challenge - GNF (USA), John D.
Fuller

4. 12 Years Fuel Evolution Experience at Leibstadt NPP - Westinghouse (Sweden),
Sture Helmersson, Seppo Korhonen and EGL (Switzerland) Tony Williams

5. EURODIF I COGEMA, Permanence and Competitiveness in Enrichment,
Technological Transition with a Long-term View - COGEMA I Eurodif (France),
Jean-Luc Salanave, C. Bastidon, A. de Bourayne, C. Delacroix, N. de Turckheim

Wednesday, October 9, 20029,14:30 to 17:00
Chair: Hans Fuchs, Aare-Tessin AG für Elektrizitât (Switzerland)

6. Benefit of Research in Fuel Performance - ENUSA (Spain), José E. Gutierrez
Elso and José L. Gonzàlez

Part 4: Waste, Transport and Decommissioning Cost
Reduction

1 . Strategies for Safe and Cost-efficient Management of Nuclear Wastes in
Finland - POSIVA (Finland), Veijo Ryhânen

2. Meeting the Needs of Utility Customers within the Current Requirements for
Spent Fuel Transports - BNFL (UJK), Mike Cavanagh

3. Transportation and Storage - a Mature lndustry in an Evolving Environment
COGEMA Logistics (France), Vincent Roland

4. Reactor Decommissioning in a Deregulated Market - BNFL (UK), George
Beverridge and Tim Cooper

Closing remarks

Hans Forsstroem, European Commission DG Research and
José L. Gonzàlez, European Nuclear Council and ENUSA (Spain)
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NUCLEAR ENERGY IN FUTURE SUSTAINABLE, COMPETITIVE ENERGY MIXES

Luis Echàvarri, Director-Genieral, OECD/NEA

Extended Synopsis'*

Nuclear energy is an established compontent of electricity supply worldwide (160/) and in particular in OECD
(nearly a quarter). It is supported by a mature industry benefiting from extensive experience (more than
8000 reactor years of commercial operation) and dynamic R&D programmes implemented by governments
and industries.

Existing nuclear power plants are competing successfully in deregulated electricity markets owing to their
low marginal production costs, their technical reliability (availability factors exceeding 8O0 /o in many
countries) and good safety performance. Stringent safety requirements and radiation protection regulations
in place in OECD countries allow potential impacts of nuclear energy facilities on human health and the
environment to remain extremely low. Furthermore, nuclear energy, a nearly car-bon free source,
contributes to alleviating the risk of global climate change (worldwide, GHG emissions from the energy
sector are already 80/ lower than they would be without nuclear energy).

Issues related ta high-level waste management and disposai are being addressed in comprehensive, step by
step approach. Progress towards the implementation of deep geological repositories is being demonstrated
(e.g., Yucca Mountain in the US, Olkiluoto in Finland) and research on innovative fuel cycles aiming at
partitioning and transmutation of minor actinides is being actively pursued.

Up ta 2010-2020, nuclear energy wiII maintain its r-oie mainly through capacity upgrade and lifetime
extension of existing plants, in many cases the most cost effective means ta increase power capacity and
generation. Examples are provided by utility policies and decisions in a number of OECD countries (e.g.,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, UK, US). Although only few new units are being or will be built in the very near
term, their construction and operation is bringing additional experience on advanced evolutionary nuclear
systems and paving the way for the renaissance of nuclear power.

For the medium term, 2030-2050, new reactors aiming at reducing capital costs, enhancing safety and
improving the efficiency of natural resource use are being developed by designers. In order to address new
challenges of deregulated markets, innovative reactor designs should enhance economic competitiveness
and reduce financial risks of nuclear energy.

The renewed interest of governments for the nuclear option (e.g., US, Finland) has triggered national and
international initiatives (GIF, INPRO) aiming at defining and implementing co-operative R&D programmes
leading ta the deployment of a new generation of nuclear systems meeting the economic, environmental
and social goals of sustainable development.

International co-operation is essential for a successful renaissance of nuclear energy in the competitive
context of thre new millennium. Sharing experience, expertise and know-how across countries offers unique
opportunities for synergy and cost effectiveness. Intergovernmental organisations such as NEA can play a
key r-oie in this regard through providing a framework for exchanging information and undertaking joint
projects.

*The paper will include illustrative nuclear development scenarios, based upon the IEA (shortterm) and IIASA/WEC
(long-termn) energy demnanci perspectives.
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EVOLUTIONARY, INNOVATIVE AND PASSIVE REACTOR CONCEPTS REVIEWED
BY THE EUROPEAN UTILITY REQUIREMENTS (EUR) GROUP

KARL-FREDRIK INGEMARSSON

FORSMARK KRAFTGRUPP AB and EUR Steering Committee

Since the first release 0f EUR volumes i & 2, the EUR group has kept growing. Beside the sets of ge-
neric requirements of volumes i and 2, the EUR promoters are producing evaluations of selected LWR
designs that may be offered on the European market. Brought together, they make up volume 3 of the
EUR document. A subset includes a description of the standard design and an analysis of compliance
vs. the generic requirements of Volume i and 2. It may also include design dependent requirements. A
subset 0f volume 3 is produced with contribution of the corresponding vendor.
As of today 5 subsets dedicated to the ABWR, BWR 90, EPR, EPP, and SWR11000 projects have been
published and one dedicated to the Russian AES 92 is still being drafted.
The works on volume 3 have actually been more in-depth and longer than initially planned. Since the
analyses of compliance have been carried on to the elementary requirement level, they have requested
much resource and time, both by the EUR utilities and by the interested vendors. On the other hand
these detailed assessments of compliance vs. EUR have resulted in a kind of "qualification" of the vol-
umes i and 2 vs. a panel of rather diverse real projects. Another very positive fallout is the involvement of
the main vendors, that have got an in-depth knowledge of the EUR document, including the background
rationales that do not appear explicitly in the text, and that were given opportunities to discuss the most
critical issues. As the fifth subset of volume 3 is being published, there obviously is a much better under-
standing between the European utilities that develop EUR and the NPP vendors that plan to be present
on the European market in the ten coming years.
Thus the EUR document is now the best reference for the LWR plants that may be ordered beyond the
turn of the century in Europe or elsewhere. Even if the growth of the EUR group makes consensus more
difficult, the benefits the utilities foresee are substantial enough to keep developing the EUR document.
The next phase of the programme, the EUR action plan 2002-2004 was approved by the EUR Steering
Committee during the 10-years celebration meeting held in Lyon in February 2002.
The main objectives are to clarify further the EUR requirements while keeping engaged with the other ac-

tors of the nuclear electricity business, the vendors and the regulators.
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HOW TO RENEW THE EXISTING NUCLEAR FLEET

EDF (France - Bernard DUPRAZ)

EDF's needs in baseload capacities are fully covered up to 2020 ; beyond 2020, the
main issue is the renewal of the existing nuclear fleet (63 000 MWe, 58 units).

1) Because of the uncertainties concerning the price of gas, C02 emissions,
etc.... EDF's poflcy is to, opt for an open and flexible mix for baseload
generation and to keep open a target of 50 % up to 80 % from nuclear power
plants for baseload.

2) EDF plans to extend the lifespan of existing plants to at least 40 years
French regulations demand a safety reassessment every 10 years ; so life
extension beyond 40 years will be assessed by the Safety Authority around
2012.

3) EDF is considering 2 types of reactors for future:

• reactors for commercial service from 2010up to 2030,such as EPR
• `Generation IV" reactors, for commercial service beyond 2030/2035

Taking into account these 3 elements, the renewal of baseload capacities by nuclear
power plants must be :

* FLEXIBLE, keeping open the option of introducing well proven designs
* EXTENDED, over a long period of time (25 to 30 years, from around 2020 to

around 2050).

Due to this long lasting renewal program, significant life extension is needed for many
plants.

Due to uncertainties on lifespan, it's necessary to be able to commission a series of
new NPP's in the 2020's.

In conclusion, for EDF, life extension and new NPP are not mutually exclusive
options, but two aspects of a same target: keep the nuclear option open.

06/06/2002
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The Power of Proven Technology

Steve 1-ucik and John Redding
GE Nuclear Energy

Abstract

The case for nuclear electricity is comnpelling. ln a nutshell, it is that nuclear plants are safe,
affordable, provide diversity of supply, reduce levels of imported energy, and support a growing
econorny without increasing air eirnissions. These advantages were evident to a majority of the
members of the Finnish Parliarnent who voted 1 07 to 92 iii favor of constructing a new nuclear
power plant in that country.

Now cornes the hard part.

Constructing a new plant is a comnplicated endeavor to say the least but one that nonetheless must
be undertaken and completcd on a tight budget and schedule. The stakes are high because
Teollisuuden Voirna Oy, the cornpany that plans to own and operate the plant, will have made
commitrnents to its customers (rnost of whom are also the owners of TVO) to provide electricity
by a certain date. This electricity is needed to keep the customers' nilîls and factories operating.

Once the plant is constructed, it goes without saying that it rnust be operated safely and certainly
nothing less will do. The plant must also generate electricity in a highly dependable fashion so
that TVO can meet its cor-nrnitrnents on an on-going basis and make the economics of the plant
justifiable.

We understand and appreciate these needs because General Electric is a company that has made
its reputation by consistently meeting commritments to its customers and shareholders.

That is why we think GE and the ABWR nuclear plant are ideally suited for Finland's Fifth
Nuclear Unit.

The ABWR is the leader of a new generation of advanced nuclear plants that have higher levels
of safety and lower capital costs. What rnakes the ABWR really standout, however, is the fact
that is based upon proven teehnology and is backed by a proven supply teami with the caliber of
GE. Understandab[y, owners of powcr plants--whether gas turbine, combined cycle, coal or
nuclear--are quite reluctant to own the first of a new series or, as the pundits like to say, a plant

The paper will discuss these points and provide an update on the performance of the two
operating ABWRs in Japan, which hauve now accurnulated over 10 reactor years of operating
experience; and the two ABWRs under construction iii Taiwan, which are now about 50%
complete. The ABWR has been successfully reviewed against the EUR requirements and the
results of this compalison will be presented.
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The Framatome ANP Advanced Reactor Desicins

Vincent Maurel
President

Framnatomne ANP

The need to replace the first Nuclear Power Plants commissioned in the seventies, the
growing environmental concerns linked to the increased greenhouse effect and the global
increase of energy consumption will m-ost certainly result iii a Nuclear Energy renaissance in
the next decade. The analysis conducted under the leadership of the US Administration shows
that it is most likely that a resuinption of the construction of new NPPs in the US will
participate in this tendeincy. In anticipiation, projects are aliready planned or being considered
in Asia, Finland and Brazil.

Framnatomne ANP's policy is to satisfy the needs of its potential customners as well as the
requiremnents of the safety authorities through its existing portfolio of advanced designs
inherited from the merged companiles: Frarnatoime and Siernens KWU. In Brazil and China,
for the near future, Framnatoine ANP offiers advaniced versions of the recently commissioned
Angra 2 and Ling Ao units which exhiibit excellent technical and economnic performance. In
these markets as well as iii othier r-nar-kets, Frarnatoi-ne ANP is also in a position to offer the
most recently developed PWR and BWR desigils:

)K For Pressurized Water Reactors the new main line is the EPR borm ftom the Franco
Germnan collaboration involving the national Safety Authorities and the Utilities who
support the project. Il is an) evolutionary design benefiting from the successful operation
record of the N4 plants in France and the Konvoi plants in Germany. It complies with the
expected Next Generation plants requirerments. It takes into accournt severe accident
situations as a design basis as well as more severe loading conditions with respect to
external hazards (airplane crash, earthquake). Its high power output (larger than 1500
MWe) is particularly well fitted to the Furopean NP'P's replacement market where limiting
the number of necessary sites is a m-ust.

-,~ For Boiling Water Reactors the focus is the SWR 1000. It is an advanced design which
integrates passive safety systcrns well in line with the basic BWR design principles. It
complies with the expected Next Generation plants requiremnents. Ils new design fecatures
have been experirnentally qualiticd in the f-ramework of international partnerships. ILt is
Framnatomne ANP's policy to proinote this product whenever the customner has a preference
for the BWR design.

In parallel, Framnatorne ANP actively pursues tie development of more innovative designs
(e.g. Gas Cooled Reactors). whose characteristics are potentially well adapted to the US
market as well as to other m-ar-kets, and which could be submnitted for design certification at a
more advanced developrnent stage.
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ADVANCING THE COMPETITIVE FUTURE 0F NUCLEAR POWER
THROUGH PARTNERSHIPS

C harles W. Pryor, Jr.
President and CEO

Westinghouse Electric Company

At the
International Nuclear Congress and World Expo ENC 2002

Octo ber 7, 2002
Lille, France

The emergence of competitive markets, coupled with significant environmental benefits,
will create a period of tremendous opportunity and enhanced value for commercial
nuclear power plants, both existing plants and those on the immediate horizon. The
challenge for nuclear plant owners and operators is to reduce costs and improve
performance in order to improve the plant's net earnings stream and remain competitive
with other forms of generation.

In his remnarks, Dr. Pryor will examine the excellent performance of nuclear plants
worldwide and look at the significant value yet to be captured from existing plants.
Continued capacity factor improvement driven primarily by shorter outages will help, but
new business practices will be needed in the future to achieve competitive production
costs of around 1centlkwh at the bus bar. Dr. Pryor will explore innovative approaches
to resource sharing and integration that already are paying dividends worldwide.

Beyond this immediate need for greater cooperative efforts is the necessity of longer-
range strategies implementing advanced technologies in new plant designs. Although
energy demand and environmental benefits are driving renewed interest in nuclear
power, the cost challenge for new plants remains significant. Dr. Pryor will discuss the
cost challenge, new designs that are available to, meet market demand, and the role of
utility/supplier partnerships in current and future new plant projects.
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The Essential Importance of Long-Term Procurement Contracts to New NPPs
In Competitive Markets

Harold B. Ray
Executive Vice President, Southern California Edison

ANS President (2002-2003)

This presentation will discuss the essential change that has occurred
from the past, when nuclear power plant construction and ownership could
be financed on the basis of compensatory rates paid by captive
consumners, to the present and future when financing will depend on
market-based revenues. The speaker will refer to experience with
electric industry restructuring in the United States, particularly in
California, to illustrate the impact on financing costs and
availability, and the affect on technology choices which results from
this impact. The presentation will describe how long-term procurement
contracts by a creditworthy, Ioad-serving entity becomne essential to
support the financing required by any large, new generating plant
requiring large capital investment.
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The new ACR-700 design

by
R.B.Duffey, J.Hopwood , l.Love,

D.F Torgerson, A.Alizadeh and D.Tregunno

Atornic Energy of Canada Lirnited
Sheridan Science and Technology Park
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L5K 1B2

ABSTRACT

AECL has developed the ncew ACR-7 OOTM, to meet market requirements for Iow
cost, reliable energy supplies. The objective was to achieve a capital cost such that the
ACR-700 plant wilI be cornpetitive with alternative options for large-scale base-Ioad
electricity supply. Key custorner requirernents, including enhanced safety, low-operating
costs and reliable performance, arc being addressed as being equally important as design
requirements. This papcr discusses the design characteristics of the ACR-700 reference
design.

The ACR-700 is an cvolutionary extension of the proven CANDU lineage, both the
eight units in operation in four countries around the world and the three units currently
under construction. These provide a sound basis for projecting highly reliable
performance, low project risk and assured costs for the ACR-700. The program includes
development and qualification activities that address the new fecatures and design
extensions in the advanced plant. For product development and performance assurance,
the design fecatures pararneters have been carefully reviewed and deliberately selected so
as to be well founded on the existing CANDU Irowledge base. Planned research and
development activities are required only to provide confirmation of the projected
performance within a modest extension of the established database. Necessary
qualification tests will bc carried out within the tirnefirare of the basic engineering
program, to establisli a proven design prior to the start of a construction project. This
development support work coupled with ongoing AECL programs to support and enhance
the performance and reliability of the existing CANDU plants will provide sound assurance
that the ACR-700 design will mecet custorner expectations.

Not only is the specifie capital cost of $ 1 000/kW overnight achievable with the new
design, but projected gcnerating costs are competitive with natural gas. In addition
extensive use of modern design and construction technology ensures a short project
schedule. Enhanced safety is through the provision of iicreased safety margins and the
use of improved and more passive safety systerrs.
The paper describes both the dcsign and licensing, and the approach to successfül
deploynment in competitive power mnarkets.
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Additional Cornpetitiveness and Safety by Modemnization at 01kiluoto

Tcollistuuden) Voima Oy (TVO), Fin]and
Amni Rastlas, Execuitive Vice Presideni, Engineering

A Finnish utility, Teollisutiden Voirna Oy (TVO) modernised its two identical BWR units at
Olkiluoto after the operation period of about 15 years. The main technical goals of the extensive
modernization program in 1995-1998 were: safety enhancement, power uprating and life extension.
The modernized units fulfil most of the advanced safety requirements applicable for new nuclear
power plants in Finland. The net output of both units has been increased from 7 10 MW to 840 MW
(18.3%) by uprating the thermal power and by increasing the thermal efficiency. The operation
licence was renewed to be valid uintil 2018.

Plant modifications, implernented during annual outages, have been proved to be successful. The
average capacity factors during (1 995-1998) and after (1999-2001) the modernization program have
been 94. 1% and 96.2%, rcspectively. The total generation cost (including capital, O&M, fuel and
waste management) after the rnodernization has been about three quarters of the value before the
modernization.
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Cost Reduction Pro-gram in Electrabel's NPP

Lucas Mampaey, Electrabel (Belciium

Over the past few years Electrabel's economical, political and regulatory

context has changed drastically. The playfield has expanded from Belgium to

Europe.

Against this background, Nuclear Power Plants remain very important assets

to Electrabel; they have a history of good performance, with a stable fuel cost.

The success of Nuclear Power is based on a sound balance between Safety,

Profit and Public Acceptance.

In order to maximise the value they bring to the company the two Nuclear
Sites, Doel and Tihange, have to decrease their costs. This must be done with

great care to preserve this balance.

Cost reduction programns are introduced in different areas: restructuring leads

to higher organisationai effectiveness; focus on core competencies and

downsizing help to decrease personnel costs; optimisation of maintenance

and outage programs reduce O & M costs.
Furthermore, procuremnent and warehousing are handled fleet wide.
Finally cycle length, stretch out length and fuel costs are also optimised fleet

wide.

All these efforts together are necessary to prepare Electrabel Generation for

competition.
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NUCLEAR PLANT ASSET ENHANCEMENT - LESSONS FROM UTILITY I
VENDOR PARTNERSHIPS

Mark T. Savoff
President

GE Nuclear Energy

Although slowed as a resuit of the situation in California, the move to, competitive markets globally
continues, and with the improved economics of nuclear plant operation cornes the opportunity to
achieve additional shareholder value. Owners recognize the benefits of nuclear generation in
their portfolio and have focused on capacity enhancemnent to maximize the value of their assets.
Significant improvemrents in capacity factor have been achieved through shorter outages, and
overall generation has been increased through large power uprates at several stations. These
accomplishments have positioned the existing nuclear fleet to be on par with the lowest cost, non-
hydro, forms of production, and have been achieved through the collaborative efforts of utilities
and vendors.

This paper explores how the traditional focus of nuclear plant cost reduction through generation
enhancement is reaching its limit and how new business models of utility and vendor
collaboration will be required ta continue the trend. Innovative outsourcing concepts and
application of information technology in engineering and design enable utilities to take full
advantage of the synergies available through consolidation and maximize shareholder value.
Several current examples of collaborative efforts utilizing digitized tools will be discussed. The
opportunity for additional operation and maintenance cost reductions is large and real, and
required in order to maintain the competitive position of the industry. Achieving these benefits,
however, will require a shift in the traditional utility paradigm and adoption of a new mindset that
focuses on core competencies.



NUCLEAR POWER GENERATION - SAFE AND
COMPETITIVE - NOW AND FUTURE

In Spain we have plants of three different ages: two
from the late sixties and from the early eighties,
and two from the late eighties. The total installed
power is 7815 Mw that, accounts for 27%/ of the
national electricity produced in 2001.

The Load factor in 2001 was to 93.10/ with a three-
year average of almost 9 l1/.

The generation costs (operation, maintenance and
fuel cost) has decreased in 2l1/ in the last four
yea rs.

Actually we have integrated the management of
Asco - Vandellos we are doing the same in Almaraz
- Trillo. This is done together with an important co-
ordination of ail the nuclear plants within the
Nuclear Energy Committee of UNESA.

We have negociated a staff regulation process in
Asco - Vandellos, that allow us to reduce it by 4 0 %/
in five years. The O&M costs have also been
reduced in almost 15%/, from 0,55 cents of Euro
per Kwh ta 0,47 cents of Euro per Kwh.

Due to ail this initiatives we can assure the
competitiveness of our Nuclear Power Plant in the
Spanish liberalized market
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Title:
Operating cost reduction by optimization of I&C backfitting strategy

Author Heinz-Ulrich Kraft, Framatome ANP (Germany)

Abstract
The safe and economic operation af a nuclear power plant requires a large scope of automation systems
to act praperly in combinatian. The associated maintenance costs~ necessary to test these systems
periodically and ta repair or ta replace them partly or completely, are one important factor in the overaîl
operating costs af a nuclear power plant. Reducing these costs by reducing the maintenance effort could
decrease the availability of the power plant and by this way increase the aperating costs significantly.
The minimisation of the overall operating casts requires a well-balanced maintenanoe strategy taking into
account ail these opposite influences. The replacement af an existing l&C systern by a new one reduces
the maintenance cost in the lang term and increases the plant availability. However, it requires some
investments in the short term. On the ather hand the repair af an l&C system avaids investments% but it
doesn't salve the aging problemns. That means maintenance costs will increase in the lang term and the
plant availability could be dlecreased. An optimized maintenance strategy can be elabarated on a plant
specific base taking inta accaunt the residual lifetime af the plant, the praperties of the installed l&C
systems as well as their influence an the plant availability. As a general result af such an optimization
perfarmed by FANP it has been found as a rule that the replacement af l&C systems becomes the most
ecanomic way the langer the expected lifetime is and the stranger the l&C system influences, the
availability af the plant.
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Forsmark NPP I&C Modernization Strategy

Presented by:
Johan Hallen

Director, European Operations
Nuclear Automation

Westinghouse Electric Company
(Vâsteràs, Sweden)

Co-Authors:
Ingemar Rydahi

Nuclear Automation
Westinghouse Electric Company

(Vâsteràs, Sweden)

And

Lennart Kloow
Fors marks Kraftgrupp AB

(Olsthamrmar, Sweden)

at the
International Nuclear Congress and World Expo ENC 2002

Octo ber 8, 2002
Lille, France

By the year 2000, the Forsmark NPP was halfway through the planned plant life. As
early as 1995, Forsmark realized that the aid analog l&C equipment would need ta
be replaced before 2005. At the Forsmark NPP they had strength of a vision of an
integrated modernizatian and a strategy ta reach the vision. Without vision and
strategy, the plant could end up with a fragmented plant l&C-architecture that is not
cost-effective or operable.

ln his remarks, Johan Hallen will address several questions that led ta their current
modernization program, such as:
? What would happen if the madernization would be postponed?
? Which main requirements were ta be achieved by means of the modernization

strategy?
? The goal of a completed plant modernization program is a totally integrated

system solution. What are the considerations?
? How ta gain acceptance fram the operatianal staff in designing Contrai Room and

Soft ContraI Displays?
? What are the important raies for the staff and organization ta reach the end goal?
? What has been the experience ta date and what lessons have been learned?
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IT CHANGE IN THIE NtJCLEAR GENERATION ENVIRONMENT
Rory B K Quiglcy BA MLCS

Bill Doig British Energy

One of the major challenges that face effective nuclear generation is how it should respond to
the requiremrents of change. The pressures for change derive from external factors (e.g.
energy markets, supplier costs) and internai drivers (dernographic, current structures,
procedures, labour markets). How should each cormpany or plant approach the time-honoured
phrase `we will have to change"

Firstly my view is that there is no such thing as a nuclear template of change. However there
are certain key aspects, which uinless considered and balanced militate against effective
change from the outset. In particular the reliability and scope of information technology to
support change has neyer becen so opportune and yet the failure of systems to deliver the
anticipated level of business benefit remnains depressingly high. The full paper will show why
this should not be the case. Success should be the normn not failure.
A contributing factor to the correct condition for change not being successfiülly created is the
confusion between policy, stratcgy and ineasured effective imrplemrentation .It is relatively
easy to develop a policy (we will becorne the most cost effective, whilst always maintaining
or improving our safety standards). To take this policy into a strategic implementation level
which will embrace plaint Maintence, Engineering, Operations, Procurement, Human
Resources, Documentation aend senior Management in a major challenge. What frequently
emnerges is a solution driven by the m-ost detenrnined of the company's internal disciplines,
which distorts the correct balance (external and internaI), which should be applied. Even if the
right skills and effort has been mnarshalled to create an imrplemrentation strategy many
organisations then considcr that are then in a position to m-akçe a decision in relation to change.
This I believe to be a ftinidar-nental er-ror, which is the precursor to m-ost failures. Certain prior
comrniti-ents are requircd. A cor-nm-itmcent: -

(1) To understand change in the life cycle context.
(2) To understand how a "balance" of your company's structures and disciplines together

with the samne factors externally are necessary for real benefit realisation.
(3) To understand the fulI opportunity of benefit froim change against the fuIl risk of

fai lure.
(4) To understand how ri-sl can be reduced to a mninimnum.

These aspects together with a coherent philosophy of approach would be developed in the full
paper.

Rory B K Quigley BA M LCS

Rory was Commercial Project Manager for the £120m British Energy Vanguard
Programme.He was responsible for the replacement of the Supply Chain, Human Resources
and Financial Control applications used throughout British Energy at their 10 sites. He led the
development of the original programme strategy and vendor application suites selection. He
also designed and imrplernented the commercial and contracting strategies for the multiple
international partniers involvcd in the irrplernentation of the programme and oversaw the
delivery and implementation effort.

112 Tuffley Avenue
Gloucester GLI 5NS.

Tel 44 (O) 1452 536 993
E Mail r-oiy.cjuigyley(ïiBlueyonider.co.uk
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"Engineering services and operating performance enhancement: one key to plant
competitiveness"

Authors: Alain Gautier, Heinrich Watzinger Framatome ANP (France and Germany)

Abstract/key words :

Today, nuclear operatars worldwide expect from major vendors a comprehensive set of
engineering skills and products in terms of PWR and BWR services to adequately address
the critical issue of plant competitiveness.

Typical areas of interest caver cast-effective improvements of plant operating performance
and conditions as well as plant life extension.
Some generic examples are categorized below and will be developed in the presentation.

Cost-oriented plant performance improvemnent programs may address:
- power uprate (possibly combined with steam generator replacement)
- systems upgrade (including surveillance systemrs and operator assistance aids)
- plant operating procedures

Recommended analyses associated ta plant life extension should caver heavy
components (steamn generators, vessel, internaIs ... ), mechanical systemrs as well as I/C
equipment.
Vessel margins ta fast fracture may sometimes need ta be reassessed, using advanced
neutronic and CFD toals.
SG services are quite diversified (thermal performance, thermal-hydraulic and mechanical
analyses, tube integrity assessment, health care services, chemistry optimization ... ).
As fair as fluid systems are concerned, typical services cover detailed material assessment,
crack analysis, improvement of operating conditions (ta prevent dead leg phenomena or
harmrful thermal fluctuations for example), as well as periodic test optimization. Identification
of potentially critical nozzles and related CFO/fracture analyses may also be of interest.

Also a substantial plus for aperators, Owners Group organizations allow sharing costs
when addressing similar operation concerns.
They also provide a canvenient forum ta exchange information and to allow easy
benchmarking against best practices.

Vendors are aiso able ta provide 24-hou r, 7 days-a-week support ta plant operators on site
through Emnergency Assistance Organizations in case of any major crisis. Such
assistance may be tailared according ta specific utility needs and usually proves quite
valuable ta help protect investments even in case of events of lesser seriousness.

Last but not least, nuclear utilities in many countries face the growing concern of knowledge
management and skill preservation. Proper scheduling of engineering services in somne
critical areas may contribute in a cost-effective way ta mitigating the long-term issue while, ait
the same time, providing substantial short-term value ta the plant operator.
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Since the beginning of 1998 and within the different actions undertaken by the Spanish
utilities ta adapt to a Iiberalized market, the Asco and Vandellos power plant owners
decided ta significantly step forward in the convergence process initiated by bath plants.

It was decided ta integrate these two entirely separate entities into a single organization
unifying the administration areas and the technical support divisions, capitalizing an the
synergies of ail of the operating areas that had formed the management of these plants.
In this effort, it was att:empted to create a unique business culture applied at and for
bath plants.

AIl resources from the original organizations and from the main subcantractors have
been moved ta the sites and contracts have been established with the main support
companies on the basis of working ta a common set of objectives and procedures.

This presentation explains the main milestones reached during the process and the
accomplishments in the Technical, Licensing and Financial-Administratian area af the
new entity.
The production resulIts are also summarized in technical and financial aspects that reflect
the synergies obtained and, as an essential part of the management and the strategic
plans, the systematic process of self and external assessment.
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NUCLEAR GENERATION SAFETY AND COMPETITIVENESS
Laurent Stricker EDF

Now that Nuclear Generation is competing in the open mnarket, many of us speak about costs
pressure and thus potential conflict between safety and cost reduction.
I would like to present EDF cu-rent situation and point of view on this field.

Recent past years data show' io contradiction between saféty and other results production
To ensure a sustainable Nuclear Plant operation, electricity cornpetitiveness and excellence in Nuclear
Safety are required. Otherwise tue Nuclear generation will be rejected by the public opinion and
subsequently by the political decision miakers.

The world experience shows diat tlhe quality approach, needed to master the Nuclear Safety, is the
engine of the global performance. The Nuclear Power Plants with the best results in the Nuclear
Safety domain are in the top quartile for die major performance H'idicators, as Nuclear Safety, Unit
Capability Factor and cost cffectivenless. Even if the Nuclear Safety improvement requires expenses
to maintain an appropriate safety level, the quality management will resuit in significant cost
reduction. The quality based management is tie tool used for thle outage duration adherence
enhancing the quality of the preparation and the optimisation of the work performed.

How EDF intends to manaue tIirs double constrainît of safetv and competitiveness in an Dpen
market ?
Using a "Cost Ki]lùing" approach, short ternm gains can be obtained in the areas that do nlot impact the
Nuclear Safety. Logistics, routine mauintenance, maintenance volume optimisation, heavy
maintenance operation postponing, administration, stocks of spare parts in excess, fees and
optimisation of the nucîcar fiiel pur-clase and back end contracts must be explored to reach the
target.

But short terni gains strateftv (Ioes not mean short sighted policy about the basic
competitiveness factors that are life extension and safety excellence.
Quality management, by improving the power plants' industrial processes as outage duration and
scheduling, normal operation (UCF) enhlancemnent, is a major factor for reducing costs through
increased efficiency and productivity.

In dhe long term, plant life extension is also obviously a efficient way to "make money". When the
plant financial depreciation is complete, the producer gains fui] profit from the asset.

This is amplified by the fact trait thie EDF fuel prices are very little influenced by the exchange rate
neither by market fluctuations. Fui-dherm-ore, the fuel price represents the third oftdie variable costs
for Nuclear Generation when it represents two thirds for tie Gas Combined Cycle.

Consequenfly EDF position is that gains obtained through quality based management must partially
finance heavy components replacements, life extension, safety improvemnents or optimisation of the
nuclear fuel burn up studics.

This will guarantee mniddle and long ternu comipetitiveness in a strong industrial approach based on
asset viability with no impact on Nuclear Safety and production cost level.

That industrial, responsible and long termi approach means also that EDF will continue to evaluate
and provision in its production costs its future liabilities such as the waste management, the
decommuissioning of plants as well as the higli radioactive waste long termi storage. Therefore, the



nuclear generation costs have already inicluded its future liabilities' expenses taking into account
environmental issues unlike otiier means of energy production.
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Vattenfall Generation - Front cost centre toprofit centre

Aif Lindfors

Electricity generation

The electricity market in the Nordie counitries totals arouind 380 TWh. During years with
normal weather, about 60 % is generated by hydropower. Nuclear power as well as other
thermal power is normally around 20 % each, renewable power is still only 1-2 %. Vattenfaîl
has a generation capacity in the Nordic counitries of 90 TWhI, of which 35 TWh in hydro-
power plants and 55 TWh in nuclear power plants.

Before the deregulationi
Before the deregulation of the market Vattenfal was more or less responsible for balancing
the electricity systern in Sweden and the total supply of electricity in Sweden. The main goal
at that time was high availability, 85-90% availability as an average was not unusual in the
nuclear power plants. Focuis was on maintenance and investm-ents to keep ail plants in very
good condition. Being the largest generator in Sweden, Vattenfall was the price leader and the
tariffs were not negotiable.

Development after the dereguliation
At the timne for the deregulation of the market the Gjeneration division was still a cost centre
and the goals were more or less focused on total production costs. The incentives were flot
strong enough to cut the costs and the investmnents; they still led to maximising availability
and production. Therefore, the Generation Management strongly stated a production cost level
for Vattenfall in order to be a comrpetitive "low-cost generator" on the new deregulated mar-
ket.

During the first years after the deregulation the prices dropped to unexpectedly low level and
the stated level for production costs was not suff icient - strategies and organisation had to be
adapted to the new markct conditions.

In order to create value a oencrator on a deregulated mnarket always have to meet the market
prices by efficiency improvemrents, by reducing taxes and fees, by increasing capital effi-
ciency and repositioning of generation assets. The value chain is splitted up and the genera-
tion has to be a profil cenitPC.

A new mind setting is nceded in the generation units, the investment and maintenance driven
organisation has to change to a value-creating organisation. Ail investments have to create
value, assets that do not create value even after cost reductions will be disposed, sold or shut
down.

In the new situation the profit centre "Vaittenfaîl Generation Nordic Countries" has increased
the operating profit with 1 00% over period of five years.
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Long-Term Optimization of Outage Performance

Alexander Hümmeler
Head of Nuclear Services, Framatame ANP GmbH

Siegfried Seifert
Ma nager of Isar Nuclear Power Station

Deregulation of the power markets and the accompanying pressure on electricity prices have
forced aIl eiectric utilities ta reduce their power generating costs in order to be able ta hold
their own in the new market environment.
This has also particularly affected the operators of nuclear power plants since they have to
compete against the Iower power generating costs of fossil-fired combined-cycie power
plants and, in Germany, are faced with a difficuit political climate.
The areas identified as having the greatest cost-cutting potential were fuel costs, operating
costs and measures ta increase plant availability. The main objective behind increasing plant
availability was not only ta improve the already high standard of operationai reiiabiiity and
plant safety even further, but also ta significantly shorten the downtime needed for annuai
refueling outages.
In addition to carrying out benchmark studies with comparable plants, a variety of measures
were discussed and quickly implemented. One of the first comprised iong-termn outage
planning in which the planning af individual outages was combined into an overali autage
concept spanning several years.
In order ta reduce the number of systems requiring isolation during each outage, the so-
called "production-oriented" outage was introduced in which major systern outage wark is
performed on just one redundant subsystemn at a time.
Analyses of the processes involved in outage tasks such as reactor servicing, in-service
inspections, valve maintenance or work on specific components led ta impravements in bath
costs and job sequences. For example, the time needed for removing and re-installing the
reactor pressure vessel (RPV) closure head, for discharging and reloading the fuel
assemblies and for manipulating core components and RPV internais along with ail the
necessary inspections was thus able ta be considerably reduced. A 100% RPV inspection or
eddy-current examination of the steamn generators now takes less than half the time needed
in the early 1990s.
These successes have been achieved nat only through process improvements but also by
introducing new, innovative technologies and integrating powerful data processing tools into
the above service activities.
On-line valve diagnostics has served ta provide up-to-date information at ail times on present
valve conditions while at the same time reducing the scope of valve maintenance activities ta
just those that are actually needed.
By awarding contracts for large service packages, nuclear plant operators have given service
providers additional opportunities for reducing costs by utilizing synergies. Long-term
contracts have increased this potential and also result in a dloser partnership between plant
operators and service providers.
In the future, it will be important ta keep outage performance at its currently high level,
although there is certainly potential for improvements here and there, and ta stabilize overail
outage performance reliability.
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Utility Cost Reduction Program at FP & L
Florida Power & Light (USA), Art Stail

Cost controls are an integral part of any successful business, nuclear power
production being no different. FPL has successfully instituted an on-going
program that focuses on managing cost while improvîng plant availability and
performance. Controlling cost cannot be done as a single mission, cost cutting
must not have a negative impact on nuclear safety, personnel safety, equipment
or regulatory performance. Over the last decade, FPL has reduced their nuclear
generation operating cost to below i cent!/ kilowatt (O&M) through the use of
several relatively simple processes. Significant improvements in cost can be
made by:

*making a limited number of plant modifications, each based on adding mW or
reducing overall cost,

*reducing reliance on contractors,
*making smart staffing reductions
*Adding strong accountability and management awareness to the financial

process.

By instituting these processes, cost come down while WANO performance and
overall plant availability improves.
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Generation Cost Reduction Measures in Czech NPPs

Josef Sedlak, CEZ, Czech Republic

CEZ is the biggest Czech power generation company, which covers about 55 % of
the Czech electricity demand.

The company owns two nuclear power plants in its portfolio.
CEZ has been operating Dukovany NPP for more than 17 years. Temelin NPP is
being brought into operation these days.

The NPPs share in the electricity production of CEZ reaches nearly 30%. And it wiIl
be about 50% after Temelin NPP commissioning.

The strategy of the Dukovany NPP determines three postulates for further
operation - the plant has to be accepted by the public, has to be safe and of
course has to be commercially competitive.
Dukovany NPP has implemented a number of measures regarding cost of fuel,
maintenance, personal, other services etc. during past decade. The resuit is a
decrease of the specific cost in real terms during ail the decade.

One of our most important targets of CEZ is to keep the economical
competitiveness especially these days, when electricity markets in Europe are
being opened. CEZ has offered its product ,Rainbow energy' to its customers
since the beginning of this year. The rote of energy from nuclear /yellow energy/ is
to be base of that ,,Rainbow' - to be the ,,permanent and cheap electricity'.
Currently organisation changes are being performed in both NPPs from the
reason to integrate management, transfer best practices, decrease cost and keep
competitiveness.
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Safe, Efficient aiid Professional Operation of Nucicar Power Plants in Japan

Akira OMOTO, TEPCo

While ruclear power is a vital element for sustainable, impedimrents for its expansion
or even maintaining its current capacity prirnarily lie in the Iack of confidence in the
viability of nuclear power, specifically arising froin uncertainties in safety, waste and
economics. With asset depreciation well under way, existing nuclear power will be able
to maintain its position in the market, if flot disturbed by politics. The effort by TEPCo
to ensure and enhance cconomic comrpetitiveness of existing nuclear power plants
focuses on ( 1) control of fuel-cycle and waste cost, and (2) control of maintenance cost
through corporate-wide transition to mnodernized asset management by incorporating
systernatic approach including RCNM/CBR technique and new regulatory interfaces.
This is clear, given the Japanese tiuel cycle policy and the capacity factor that is very
much controlled by maintenance practices and legal limitation on the length of
operational cycle.

Since high capacity factor is possible only through safe, efficient and professional
operation, implementation of liinprovcd asset management requires not only the use of
modem technique but also imrprovemrent in safety and reliability as well as the
professional capability of Utility personnel as a basis to enable this transition. Given the
prospect of new regulatory interfaec and the market environmrrent, this requires revisit to
Utility's own quality assurane systemn.

On the matter of the expansion of nuclear power, which is expected to meet a goal set
forth by COP3, capital-intensive nuclear power has inherent disadvantages in the
market due to concern over possible stranded cost and uncertainties of electricity
demnand growth, which creates difficulties to invest on new nuclear programs. This is
where the idea of incremnental investmnent even in the field of nuclear power dlaims its
advantage.
Mhe use of advanced technologies, standardization of design, shortening of construction
sehedule, competition in purehase and others -arc in persuit as are done in varo]ious
counitries. Besides these, hopefully a new societal system will benefit such as tLx
refori- (asset depreciation & consequential asset tax, reduced yearly amnounit & extended
period including Japanese fuel tax and fulc cycle tax) and installation of a decision-
making systemn based on evaluation of non-rnarket value (environmentally benign
nature and advantages in energy security). This will require solid quantitatively
assessment of the advantage/disadvantage of nuelear power which are not currently
incorporated into the market price but would be born by the future generations.
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CHALLENGE 0F
SAFE NPP OPERATION AND CONSTRUCTION

IN AN ECONOMY IN TRANSITION

boan ROTARU, Mircea METES
Societatea Nationala "NUCLEARELECTRICA" S.A.

Bd. Magheru 33, Bucharest, Romnania
irotaru @isnn.rdsnet.ro

SUMMARY
The paper presenits "Nuiclearelectrica", a company set up in 1998, in the restructuring process
of RENEL-the previous vertically integrated electricity corporation in Romania.
"Nuclearelectrica" operates Unit 1 of Cernavoda NPP, maniages the completion work of Unit
2 on the same site, produces thc nuclcar fiel for the plant. The construction history and the
main technical fecatures of Cernavoda units are remninded (CANDU reactor, built in co-
operation with AECL-Canada, gross capacity of 706,5 MW, Unit i in service since
December 1996 etc).
The main perfonrnance indicators for the first 5 years of commercial operation are presented.
The paper illustrates "Nuiclearelectrica" approach for the reduction of the generation cost,
consisting mainly in: the improverrent of the planned outages planning and preparation -

which allow to take advantagc of the on-load refueling, specifie for CANDU reactors -, the
reduction of the extent ot' unplanned outages, by irnproving the maintenance activities and
optimizing the spares inventory, organizational restructuring".
The organizational fraimcwork for the construction of Unit 2, which by now is 48%
completed , is described in the paper. The Roirnanian G3overninent intends, also, to arrange the
completion of Unit 3 and 4 at Cernavoda, on the basis of BOT-type contract.
For the spent fuel management, the efforts are now focussed on the construction of the first
modules of the interrnediate dry storage at Cernavoda, with a design solution used at
Canadian NPPs.
"Nuclearelectrica" encouniters somte difficulties related to the general status of the Romanian
economy, like: incomplcte collection of the invoiced sumns for the sold electricity, unsure
support from dornestie potential contractors, which are changing their profile of activity,
drain of specialists to other companies or other countries. However, these circumstances did
not affect the safe and reliable operation of the plant.
At the samne tirne, on the cotintry-wide energy market, nuclear energy is very competitive. A
comparison of the regulated prices for the electrieity produced in the nuclear plant, thermal
and hydro power plants is prcsentcd, proving the economiei advantage of the nuclear energy
in Romania.

Key words : Cernavoda NPP, CANDU reactor, performance indicators, on-Ioad refueling,
availability, generation cost, plannedlunplanned outages, nuclear fuel, construction work,
BOT contract, interrmediate dry storage, Romnanian economy, domestic contractors,
competitiveness, regulated electricity prices
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STRINGENT COST MANAGEMENT AND PRESERVATION
0F SAFETY CULTURE, A CONTRADICTION?

Dr. Klaus Petersen, RWE Power

Dr. Hartmut Pamme, RWE Power

Competition in the deregulated electricity market does flot leave nuclear power plants
unaffected. Hence the question is to answer, whether the safety is going to suifer under the
cost pressure on the market.

Therefore the target of NPP operator's cost management is to run plants at maximum
availability and with optimized cost structures that Iead to minimized specific generating
costs. The 'costs of safety', with their fixed-cost character, are elements of this cost
structure. The process of economic optimization of the cost structure does not permit cost
minimization on its own sake in the area of operation cost and fuel cost (front and back end).
The basis of economical assessment rather must be the minimization of potential risks which
could entail losses of availability. However, many investments like plant modifications or
preventive maintenance efforts made in order to avoid losses of availability to a large extent
also imply at least a preservation or even higher levels of safety. Thus, economic efficiency
and safety are closely correlated.

Public opinion is very sensible as soon as the high level of plant safety seems to be touched
by economic pressure. But realizing that German NPP are endowed with mature design and
safety features, improvements of safety standards can only marginally be increased by
further technical optimizations. Therefore plant management, man-machine-interface and the
individual behaviour of the employees are targets for improvement of nuclear safety and
economic efficiency by increasing the efficiency of processes.
An even more efficient use of scarce funds and a tolerable political environment should allow
the safety level of NPP to be upheld, and safety culture could be maintained and even be
im proved.
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IN-SERVICE INSPECTION. ITS CONTRIBUTION TO LIFE
MANAGEMENT BY REDUCING O&M COSTS

Antonio Alonso
Director General
Tecnatom, S.A.
Spain

In-service inspection (ISI) of nuclear power plant components has a double
function. It provides assurance of structural integrity, but it also allows taking
corrective measures before degradation becomes severe and structural margin
is eroded. Therefore, periodic in-service inspection offers effective means of
detecting the effects of the degradation mechanisms and to verify structural
integrity. NPPs are committed to establish 151 programs to assess the structural
integrity of their components to timely detect and prevent unacceptable
degradation that may impair their safety functions. This way the key role of ISI
in NPP life management is clear.

Nowadays a revision of the ISI scope is needed. The accumulated experience
demonstrates that, generally speaking, the inspected areas did not have
relevant cracks and that the problems appear in areas outside the in-service
inspection scope. More and more the regulation that governs the practices for
O&M of NPP is considering criteria based on risk information. The in-service
inspection and in-service testing programs are also following this way and thus
and as an example, in the case of Spain, risk informed mn-service inspection and
testing programs are being applied. Why? To optimise in-service inspection
means to reduce inspection costs without impacting the operational safety level
of the plant.

ls it possible? Only as an example, in a Spanish NPP, the initial scope of the
ISI was 273 areas in class 1 piping (127 requiring volumetric inspection). After
applying the RI-ISI methodology it became 59 areas (47 requiring volumetric
inspection) and safety margin (core damage frequency) being 1.23 E-6 instead
of initially 1.25 E-6. Besides the savings because of reducing the ISI scope of
NPP, big efforts are being done in reducing I31 time, associated doses, ... by
means of improving NDE techniques, equipment I tools and personnel
qualification.
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THE STATUS 0F BNFL'S MOX PROJECT

John Edwards, Julian P Cooch, Michael W Siater, Howard D Cooper
and Paul M A Cook

BNFL. Spent Fuel & Engineering Group. BNFL, Sellafield, Seascale,
Cumbria CA20 1 PU

ABSTRACT

In the late 1980s BNFL decided to enter the MOX fuel fabrication business to support
our reprocessing business and return the plutonium product to our customers in the
useable form of MOX fuel. The first phase of the strategy was to gain some
irradiation experience for MOX produced by our own Short Binderless Route (SBR)
process. To achieve this the MOX Demonstration Facility (MDF) was built at
Sellafield and 28 MOX fuel asserrblies were produced up to 1998 that were loaded
into PWRs in Europe.

In 1994, BNFL started the construction of their large scale MOX production plant,
SMP. The design and construction of the plant and supporting facilities was
completed some years ago and the cornm-issioning of the plant with uranium
commenced around June 1 999. In October 2001, the UK Government provided
BNFL with the approval to operate SMP with plutonium. On 20 December 2001, the
UK Regulators gavc BNFL their approval to start plutonium operations.

This paper surrmarises the approach used to commission SMP and describes some of
the lessons Iearnt during- the coimm-issioning phase of the project and the start up of
the plant with plutonium. An explanation of our experience obtaining a licence to
operate the plant is provided together with a description of the changes we have made
to ensure that the quality of the product from SMP can be guaranteed. Finally, the
paper surmmnarises the experience BNFL has gained during irradiating MOX fuel
produced by the SBR process and explains how the data compares with that available
for U0 2 and supports the in reactor use of MOX fuel made in SMP.
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Advanced Fuel Designs and Integrated Core Fuel Management, Key Factors for
Minimum Power Generating Costs
UIrîch Giese, John Matheson, Ste fan vom Scheidt Framatome ANP (Germany, USA and
France)

Fuel assembly design and manufacture as well as fuel assembly management have
substantial influence upon the overall nuclear plant economics. The economic improvements
achieved over the last decade are considerable.

The implementation of measures to reduce the fuel cycle costs is strictly associated with
maintaining or even improving the operation behavior of the fuel assemblies. This is reflected
e.g. by reduction of the failure rates. Another major factor of development has been the
increase of the discharge burnup. The economic effect of burnup increase essentially
depends on the burnup level itself and on the approach to the disposai costs. Compared to
the past, in future scenarios the specific economic effect of burnup increase will become
smaller but still significant. They are supplemented by measures to improve the fuel
utilization. Main areas in this respect are the reduction of neutron losses by means of
advanced low leakage core Ioading patterns, optimization of moderation efficiency and usage
of less neutron absorbing materials in the fuel assemblies. Advanced fuel assemblies of
FANP combine innovative features with the objective of achieving best long termn overail
economy and sustainability.

As an adverse effect of the implementation of the broad spectrum of innovative features ta
improve the fuel cycle economy and, as well, the insertion of MOX and ERU fuel assemblies
in LWRs, heterogenity in the core increased. In addition, the increased variety in cycle
lengths imposes considerable challenges ta fuel management codes and methods. In
response of that, integrated high capacity methods, enabling e.g. consideration of safety
related physical, thermal-hydraulic as well as mechanical data on an individual fuel rod basis
in the core, have been developed and put into practice. By this means, very precise analyses
and predictions became possible, enabling best use of margins and answering in a optimized
way ta the increased needs..

In contrast ta conventional energy production, nuclear power generation is characterized by
a distinctively low dependence on natural resources and accordingly respective possible
price increases. On the other hand, as the remainder of the power generating costs of NPP
depends on technology, nuclear power holds a comparatively high potential of further
successful economic improvement by further technical development.
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Global Nuclear Fuel

e< Customer requirements drive the industry
? Global variation (Europe, North Arnerica, Asia)

? Diverse dermands, operational requirerments
? De-regulation, excess capacity/slower derrand growthi - driving cost

competitiveness as a key
? Increasing dernands on funel performance

9 Requires diverse, flexible Fuel Products and Services solutions

e• Fuel Products and Ser-vices - New requirements and challenges
? Supplier Consolidation

? Many former fa-bricators - now three strong international suppliers
? Fuel Techniology and Performance

? Strong advances: Fuel cycle costs, Margins, Reliability
?Design and Methods Teclinology

? Consolidation, Autornation, Globalization
? New tools: Key to enhanced Fuel/Plant performance

?Regulatory Requirerments
? Plant licensing and environmrrental requirerrents stable
? Transportation requirernents - continuing change and inconsistency

? Technical Talent
? Need to pro-actively develop renewed sources of talent

e< Summary
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12 Years Fuel Evolution Experience ait Leibstadt NPP
Presented by:

Mr. Seppo Korhonen
Head of BWR Fuel Products

Westinghouse Electric Company
(Sweden)

Co-Authors:
Mr. Sture Helmersson

Westinghouse Electric Company
(Sweden)

and

Dr. Tony Williams
Elektrizitâts-Gesellschaft Laufenburg AG

(Switzerland)

at the
International Nuclear Congress and Worid Expo ENC 2002

October 8, 2002
Lille, France

The Leibstadt Nuclear Power Plant is a GE-designed BWR-6. Since the
commercial start-up of the plant in 1984, the plant has managed a
camprehensive program ta enhance production efficiency. Cornerstones in
this program are a power uprate from 3138 MWth ta 3600 MWth
(appraximately 15 percent) and a steady fuel burnup increase of 1-2
MWd/kgU per year. The burnup achievable with the current 5 percent
enrichment limit is in the range of 60-65 MWd/kgU batch average.

Bath the pawer uprate and the burnup increase are essential for cost effective
electricity productian, but in many respects they are alsa a challenge for the
fuel and core design. In particular the plant availability and the fuel reliability
have ta be maintained at a very high level, requiring a cautious introduction of
new features and materials.

Mr. Karhanen will pravide details fram the develapment pragram including
future impravements.
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Permanence and Competitiveness ? Technological
Transition with a Long Term View

Jean-Luc Salanave, Arnaud de Bourayne,
Christian Delacroix, Nicolas de Turckheim, Jean-Noel Greffe

COGEMA I Eurodif (France)

Born in the 1973 oil crisis around European consumers and one producer, the EURODIF
enrichment enterprise has become a major international nuclear fuel front end actor.
During 20 years, its gaseous diffusion enrichment plant has been improved and
optimized. Its flexibility is a unique asset, allowing the best use of the newly deregulated
electricity market, for the best interest of EURODIF's clients. Competitiveness, high
safety standards and environmental excellency augur well for a reliable and sustainable
future. This future will include a technological transition before the 2015 horizon. This
progressive transition from gaseous diffusion to modemn centrifuge is being prepared,
while making the best use of the existing Georges Besse diffusion plant, fit to serve well
beyond the coming decade, during which worldwide customers will benefit from
EURODIF reliability, flexibility and large capacity. With and beyond gaseous diffusion,
COGEMA/EURODIF will remain a sustainable long term supplier of enrichment services
in the developing future nuclear world.
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Benefit of Research in Fuel Performance

José L. Gonzàlez EN USA (Spain)

Electricity market de-regulation is introducing a new framework for the Nuclear Industry in general
and for the Fuel Business in particular. Improving plant availability and operational flexibility so that
the expected energy production can be guarantied when required, and, on the other hand,
increasing fuel management efficiency to minimise fuel cycle costs are becoming the very key
success challenges.

From the fuel vendor prospective, competitiveness can only be kept and re-enforced if those needs
are properly understood and translated to adding value features. Main characteristics to take into
consideration in order to deliver the adequate answer that today's market is demanding can be
described as follows:

* First, fuel must be a reliable product. The utilities need to operate the reactors with no
surprises, that implies avoiding any event causing a reduction on plant availability, unexpected
costs, or any significant issue which creates concern on regulators or public. Robust design
concept is becoming vendor natural approach for enhancing reliability, which basically entails a
much better understanding of the complex physical mechanisms determining fuel performance,
as well as an increased quality of the design verification and validation processes (i. e.,
advance testing techniques and representative demonstration programs to). As a resuit,
enough robustness is expected to prevent any condition causing loss of fuel rod tightness,
particularly a comprehensive knowledge of flow induced effects on the fuel structural dynamic
response is essential. Additionally, thorough mechanical and functional compatibility between
the fuel and the core mechanical system have to be ensured <i.e., RCCA full functionality, ease
fuel handling, ...). Finally, sound manufacturing and inspection processes have to preclude
manufacturing related defects.

* Secondly, fuel burnup capability needs to be extended beyond current values, and bases for
expanding actual licensing burnup limits must be ascertained. For such a purpose the
development and validation of new advance cladding materials seems crucial since the
corrosion margin and its secondary effects (i.e., material hydrating, ductility loss, ... ) are the
most substantial limitation for extending burnup. Besides, two other major aspects have to be
addressed: fission gas released and irradiation induced growth, so that can be quantitatively
minimised with the implementation of improved materials (i.e., advance pellet and advance
cladding), and more margin for accommodating its effects can be engineered.

* Finally, fuel performance capabilities needs to be enhanced to improve fuel efficiency through
a more effective Uranium utilisation (maximising amount of energy per U mass), providing with
added flexibility for an operation under a wider sort of conditions or environments. And last but
not least, fuel costs have to be trimmed down, therefore fuel manufacturing and fuel
management processes require to be optimised.

All in ail, the capability for producing, both, the products and the methods to meet those demands
necessitate of an efficient research and development plan. Again, fuel business competitiveness
cannot be sustained in the medium and the long term at least a substantial amount of resources are
devoted to that purpose. Fuel R & D Plans have to address many different areas in order to
guarantee the resulting technology potential, driving forces outlining those Plans should consider
the following elements:

* development and validation of new product features and/or materials



* improving manufacturing and inspection processes and techniques

* devising superior engineering design methodology (i.e., design codes and procedures)

• accomplishing basic research on fuel performance mechanisms and fuel materials properties

* maintaining surveillance plans on operating fuel

* promoting (and agreeing with the corresponding utilities) representative LTA's fuel irradiation
programs that empower the required operating experience to anticipate any unexpected side
effect

Finally, two important considerations. First, the integration of the R & D programs in a synergetic
way to keep sharp focus on the priorities and on the actual evolving demands. And second, the
collaboration and partnership as a way to finance the very costly research an investigation activities
where irradiated material are involved.
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STRATEGIES FOR SAFE AND COST-EFFICIENT MANAGEMENT 0F NUCLEAR
WASTES IN FINLAND

Veijo Ryhàânen
Posiva Oy

ABSTRACT

In 2001, the Finnish Parliairnent ratified the Decision-in-Principle on a final disposai facility of
spent fuel to be constntcted at the Qîkiluioto site in the Western Finland. Since the early 1980s,
this decision was grotinded tip by R&D and siting activities as well as by communications
aiming at confidence building. Before the recent important licensing and siting step in the
national waste m-anagemient programme, interirn storage facilities for spent fuel have been
constructed at both nuclear powcr plaint sites. Two shallow underground repositories were
commissioned for low- and mcnd itum-lcvcl operating waste in the 1990s. Long-term
programme and stepwisc advancemnent have facilitated keeping the annual costs of nuclear
waste management m-oderate. AIl mnajor objectives were decided by the Government already
in an early phase several decades ago, and these objectives have been met without significant
delays. Nuclear power plant areas have been found out to be suitable even for location of
waste storage and disposai facilities, which mneans benefits concerning infrastructure. Funds
for R&D and implementation of waste management have been collected in the price of nuclear
electricity since the start of nuclear power generation.
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Meeting the Needs of Utility Customers within the Current Requirements
for Spent Fuel Transports

Mike Cavanagh, BNFL Transport, Risley, Great Britain

Abstract

Following a three-year pause in transports from Continental European
reactors to the United Kingdom, shipments of spent fuel to BNFL resumed in
April 2001. New radiological monitoring and documentary procedures have
been introduced in addition to already stringent procedures in place, ail of
which give added confidence that BNFL transports from Continental Europe
will continue to be performed within the regulatory guidelines

Achievement of the June 2005 cut-off date imposed by the German
Government for completion of deliveries of spent fuel to overseas
reprocessors will, in addition, be demanding. It can only be achieved by fuill
transparency and by the co-operation of ail parties in the industry. The current
security, regulatory and political requirements provide a difficult environment
in which to operate. This paper investigates the issues and challenges for
BNFL towards achieving the cut-off deadline.

This paper also concentrates on the key technical and logistical improvements
made by BNFL throughout its transport systemns during the pause in
transports. Also highlighted are the new systems implemented as a result of
changing regulations and new assets required due to the imposed deadline
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Transportation and Storage
A Mature Industry iii an Evolving Environment

Vincent Roland Transnucléaire
Olivier Konirsch Transnticléaire

This paper will show how transport of radioactive materials for the power fuel cycle and
intermediate storage of spent fuel serves the industry and its drive to cost reduction while
maintaining impeccable saféty and security.

It wilI first give an overview of the well proven systerrs at work today. In particular, it will
review how they combine procedures, training, maintenance, and system, engineering te,
produce an unequalled record of safc operation.

Then, through analysis of' recent past challenges and new ones, it will explain how the
transport industry reacts, anticipates and keep up the record: contamination on some spent
fuel transports and up comincg new rcgulatory requirements.

With regard to cost reduction, the paper will show exarnples of how integrating transport
considerations early in a project, overall economics can be improved. It wilI also derronstrate
how, on the spent fuel intermiediate storage field, search for optimised solutions lead to
improved technical and cost performance of such systerrs.

As a conclusion, the paper will uinderline the necessity of joint working of operators and
transports in order to guaranty excellent safety and security, with a focus on economie
optimisation of their stron-ly interfaced activities.
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Reactor Deconimissioning in a Deregulated Market
George Beverridge and Tim Cooper

BNFL.

Abstract

Deregulation of the electricity inaukets in North Arnerica and Western Europe bas bad
many profound effects on the electrie utilities and the nulcear industry. Deregulation
bas led to cost transparency, increased competition, and a drive by the utilities to
reduce costs in order to maintain market share and margins.

In the context of this mare canmpetitive and dynarnic mauket having a clear picture of
decomi-nissianing liabilities and tlheir successful discharge lias a material impact on
the financial performance of a utility.

This paper will surnm-arise BNFL Environimcntal Sei-vices' experience with regard to
its experience iii bothi thie planniing anid implemientatian phases of a reactor
decommissioning project. In particular it will dernonstrate how commercial projects
in crucial areas of strategy developmeint, projeet implernentation and site restoration,
cari be combined withi an approachi that is bath commercial and innovative to reduce
the risks to a utility. This paper sets out to demaonstrate this viewpoint.
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